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Abstract
Objective: To investigate the influence of trans-dental photo-curing on the degree of conversion (DC) of a resin
composite irradiated by a light curing unit operating in different curing modes.
Methods: A curing lamp having six different curing modes was used for indirect photo-activation of a Nanocomposite through different thicknesses of tooth tissues. Fourier transformation infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
was used to determine DC. Three main experimental groups were formed in accordance with the 0.5mm, 1mm
and 1.3mm, tooth thicknesses which were further subdivided into six minor groups formed according to irradiation modes. Control groups employed direct irradiation.
Results: For each of the six light curing modes, the average DC decreased with increase in intervening tooth
thickness. Among the groups, 0.5mm had the highest DC mean values, 21.5mm group had the lowest mean values
(P<0.05). The composite resin showed lower DC mean values when irradiated indirectly compared to control
direct curing (P<0.05). DC mean values for turbo and high light modes were statistically significantly higher compared to Normal, Soft Start, Pulse and Pulse Soft light modes.
Conclusions: A Nano-composite resin cured through different tooth thickness has lower DC compared to direct
curing. DC decreases with increasing intervening tooth thickness. DC mean values for turbo and high light modes
were statistically higher compared to normal, soft start, pulse and pulse soft light modes.
Keywords: Indirect Curing; Degree of Conversion; Irradiation Modes; Photosensitive Composite Resin; FTIR.

Introduction
Dental caries is a bacterial infectious disease of the hard dental tissues, and is one of the most common human diseases affecting a
vast majority of adults and children [1]. The current treatment for
caries aims at filling technology, and the main restorative materials are metal alloys, ceramics and composite resin materials. Following research development of the dental materials, light-cured
composite resins, due to their good mechanical strength and aesthetic performance, are widely used in the clinics [2]. According
to modern restoration concepts, during cavity preparation more
tooth structure may be retained. Clinical cavity filling procedures

meet complex cavity shapes. In order to obtain composite restorations with minimal level of shrinkage while maintaining the
greatest degree of polymerization, ensuring marginal seal and adequate bonding strength, placement of composite resin in layers
and successive curing is widely applied [3]. The filling thickness of
the material should be determined by the properties of the materials and the curing device performance. It is advocated that each
filling layer thickness should be approximately 2mm, while selecting the soft-start mode to further reduce polymerization shrinkage [4]. Incomplete curing can lead to composite resin restoration
early degradation, wear and affect the functional durability, eventually leading to restoration failure. The depth of cure (DoC) and
degree of conversion (DC) are also affected by material particle
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size, light intensity, curing time and variety of other factors [5, 6].
Achieving optimum degree of polymerization is still a challenge
to dentists all over the world.
Polymerization degree of photo-sensitive composite resins is influenced by many factors, such as the type of curing light, irradiation modes and intervening tooth structure. Depth of cure (DoC)
as well as DC governs and influence the quantity and quality of
polymerization [7]. There are at least four main types of curing
lights, quartz-tungsten halogen bulbs (QTH), plasma-arc lamps
(PAC), argon-ion lasers, and light emitting diodes (LED).
LEDs have been hailed as presenting greater efficacy on polymerization of light cured composites. LEDs have the advantages
of using less energy, longer working life, and giving out light with
a wavelength between 410 ~ 490nm, which is the light spectrum
most effective for light curing. The 468nm wavelength is the absorption peak of camphorquinone (CQ), a photo-initiator present
in most modern composite resins [8-12]. Studies show that, LED
light output power is related to different curing modes [12]. Different light curing techniques (irradiation modes) have been introduced to the dental profession with claims that they significantly
offer polymerization advantages than the traditional methods by
decreasing internal stresses in order to achieve better marginal adaptation in bonded composite resin restorations [13, 14]. There
are at least 6 different irradiation modes, which are standard mode
(normal mode), soft start mode, pulse soft start mode, pulse
mode, high-light mode and turbo mode. Polymerization shrinkage during composite resin filling process is a major drawback.
Composite resins gradually harden during curing process through
reaction between monomers, accompanied by dense packing of
molecules to form complex and long polymer chains, resulting in
the reduction in total volume of the resin, leading to polymerization shrinkage or curing shrinkage [15]. Soft Start polymerization
has been suggested as a clinical technique to reduce contraction
stress [4, 16]. The Soft Start (SS) curing mode is the one in which
curing process begin with a low intensity and finishes with a high
intensity thus lowering the speed of monomer conversion. This
mode reduces the time to reach the gel point, thus offering sufficient time for the resin flow and make up for the polymerization shrinkage generated by the reaction; however some authors
have reported drawbacks with the soft start technique despite the
claimed advantages [17-19]. The pulse soft (PS) mode is the one
in which light intensity gradually increases, each increase separated by a dark interval. The Pulse (P) curing mode is a series of
exposure pulses, each separated by a dark interval [20-22]. Turbo
and high intensity modes are based on a concept of total energy
introduced to decrease exposure time and are claimed to have a
greater depth of cure compared to conventional lights [23]. A
layering technique with filling thickness of 2mm or less is usually
recommended [8, 23], in order to improve polymerization efficiency and decreasing the complexity and time to place and cure
a composite filling, reduce polymerization shrinkage, improve
cavity margin seal integrity [24, 25]. Some authors [26, 27] advocate a composite curing technique through the tooth structure,
in order to maximize the retention of tooth structure. Through
tooth structure indirect exposure may reduce conversion degree
and depth of cure [28]. When the light beam transmits across
the tooth structure, due to the presence of light absorption and
scattering, can lead to incomplete cure of composite resins. This
phenomenon is influenced by the thickness of tooth structure
and optical properties [7, 29, 30].
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Assessment of Light-cured Composite Resin Polymerization Degree
Several methods can be employed to measure polymerization degree of a cured composite resin. These techniques include the
ISO 4049 standard technique which is a simple test method measuring DoC. This method measures the height of the remaining
hardened material after scrapping away the unset soft material.
DoC is then calculated as 50% of the remaining specimen height.
Optical method is another simple method indirectly measuring
DoC of light-cured composite resins. An optical microscope is
employed to visualize photo-curable resin transparency changes
in the cured and uncured resin. There is a clear distinction by
the transparent lines; a resin height above the transparent line is
termed DoC. Like the scraping method, optical method can not
specify curing resin quality at any given point [31, 32]. Stepped
surface hardness is another method of measuring DoC using a
micro-hardness indenter, which measures resin composite hardness at different levels along the length of the cured resin composite [33-36]. Although the surface hardness method shows
curing degree of light-cured composite resin gradual decrease
from the top surface, it cannot quantitatively indicate the actual
level of conversion. Employing Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to observe degree of conversion of composite
resin double bonds is a more direct and more objective methods
[35]. Through an infrared absorption spectrometer wavelength
measurements are recorded. The absorption peak most commonly measured is the aliphatic C=C bonds in the mid-infrared
(MIR) region at 1638cm-1 and the aromatic C-C reference peak
at 1608cm-1. During polymerization, this absorption height decreases as the carbon-carbon double bonds react via free radical addition. The ratio of the absorbance intensities of C=C to
C-C is compared before and after polymerization to determine
the percentage of unreacted carbon double bonds. The DC is
obtained by subtracting this percentage from 100 [37-42].
To date, there are only few researches devoted to studying the
effects of through- tooth structure indirect light curing of composite materials, and clarify that the intervening tooth structure
may affect the final properties of the composite restorations [43,
44]. Some studies have shown that curing through enamel is just
one-third to two-thirds as effective as direct curing and is appropriate only when there is no alternative [45, 46]. Another research
reported the least critical record situation when 0.5mm of composite Z100 was cured through 1mm enamel [47]. Although the
experiments involved through-tooth-tissue curing, only the quantitative analyses of hardness-based measurements on the degree
of polymerization were employed, no qualitative analyses were
done.
The current study aimed at evaluating the tooth thickness influence on degree of conversion of a Nano-composite using LED
light operating in different irradiation modes. This experiment
focused on the indirect exposure through the tooth structure of
composite resin, at the same time taking into account the effects
of different light curing modes on the polymerization of composite resin. Using dental tissue slices prepared from extracted
human teeth, to establish in vitro indirect composite resin curing
models.
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Methods and Materials
Ethical clearance to conduct the study was obtained from the
ethical committee of the Jilin University, China. Recently extracted caries-free human molar teeth were collected. The teeth were
temporarily stored for a period of seven days in 8% formalin solution of for disinfection and fixation.
Dental calculus and attached periodontal soft tissues on the surfaces of the teeth were removed with a hand scaling instrument,
cleaned with running water in a rubber cup and slurry of pumice
and then kept in 1% thymol solution at room temperature for
storage.
The teeth were sliced into small squared pieces about 6 x 6 mm
(Figure 1), at different thicknesses using a 0.1mm thick diamond
disc (Jiangyin disc, Jiangsu, China). The thickness of the slices was
approximately 0.5mm, 1mm, 1.5mm. The thickness for each slice
was measured using a digital caliper (Shan 132A Series Digital
Caliper, Guilin China) at three different points to get an average
thickness. The dental slices were allocated into six groups according to their thickness.
The prepared dental slices were removed from the water, treated
for 15 seconds with 37% phosphoric acid etching agent (SCiPHARM Gel Etch, USA), the etchant was washed away by water
spray and air dried. A thin layer of single bond adhesive system
(DenFilTM Flow adhesive, USA) was applied on the side of the
tooth slice facing the composite mold by using a non-linting brush
in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. In order to
obtain a thin layer of adhesive on the tooth as per requirement of
a standard composite filling procedure, air spray was used to blow
away any excess. The bonding agent was then indirectly cured for
20 seconds by the LED light unit (Dr’s Light, Good Doctors Co,
Ltd. South Korea) by transmitting the light through the tooth
slice. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the composite resin
trans-dental curing in vitro experiment model setup.

Curing Technique
The curing light operated in six different modes; normal, high,
pulse, soft start, pulse soft and turbo modes was done using LED
light curing unit (Dr’s Light, Good Doctors Co, Ltd. South Korea). The tip of the light source was placed close enough to touch
the tooth specimen being irradiated. Lateral direct light was prevented from curing the composite by using a shutter fabricated
from light-proof x-ray film paper folds, so that only light filtered
through the dental slices was allowed to cure the composite. Table 1 shows the light curing modes, exposure time and the light
intensities for each curing technique. At the beginning of the experiment a dental radiometer (cure rite Caulk Dentsply, Milford,
USA) was used for the measurements of power output of the
curing light (Figure 3).
FTIR Spectroscopy technique- Evaluation of Degree of
conversion (DC)
The composite resin prepared for FTIR spectroscopy analysis
was meticulously packed into cylindrical molds 4mm inner diameter and 2mm height: Whereas, the control direct curing groups
used 10mm height. The composite resin was either indirectly
cured by light transmitted through the tooth slices (experiment)
or cured directly (control). Care was taken to avoid air voids during composite placement by adequate condensing. Immediately
after photo curing, at room temperature and under light protection, each cured specimen was reduced into fine powder by using
a diamond disc 0.1mm thick with 20mm diameter (Jiangyin disc,
Jiangsu, China) mounted on a slow speed hand-piece motor. The
fine powder was collected and subjected to the FTIR spectrophotometer (Nicolet 5700, Thermo Electron Corporation, Verona
Madison USA) for analysis (Figure 4).
Ten milligrams of the composite powder was mixed with 100
mg of potassium bromide (KBr) powder salt. This mixture was

Figure 1. Tooth Slice Prepared by Slicing Freshly Extracted Human Tooth.

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram Setup for Trans-Dental Indirect Composite Curing Mold
1) Curing Light Source, 2) Dental Slice, 3) Cylindrical Mold, 4) Resin Composite.
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Table 1. Light Intensities of Various Irradiation Modes.
Mode of Irradiation
Normal Mode
Turbo mode
Soft start mode
High mode
Pulse mode
Pulse soft mode

Light intensity
800 mW/cm2
Rise rapidly to 1600 mW/cm2
0 to 5s 600 mW/cm2, and for 15s continued at 1200 mW/cm2
1200mW/cm2
1080mW/cm2, interval 0.05s, total time 20s
0 to 5s increased from 150 to 1085 mW/cm2, with the pulse mode,
intensity steadily rising, with pulse interval 0.05s. After 15s 1080
mW/cm2, maintained up to the 20th second

Exposure time for each light mode was 20 seconds.
Figure 3. Cure rite Radiometer for Measuring Power Output of the Curing Light.

Figure 4. FTIR Spectroscopy Analysis Setup.

placed into a pelleting device and then pressed in a hydraulic press
(Carver Laboratory Press, Wabash, St. Morris, USA) with a load
of 8 tons to obtain a pellet. This pellet was then placed in a holder
attachment within the spectrophotometer for analysis. The uncured composite was analyzed using a metal siliceous window.
The measurements were recorded in absorbance mode with the
FTIR Spectrophotometer as previousely described by Obici et al
., [48]. All experiments were carried out in triplicates. The FTIR
analysis of C=C peaks was done using Origin Lab Pro 8.6.0 software.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 18.0, (Chicago,

IL, USA), was used to analyze original data collected. A paired
sample t-test was run to compare the mean depths of cure and
degrees of conversion for the experimental (indirect curing) and
control (direct curing) groups. For the experimental groups oneway ANOVA tests were also done to compare DCs between the
groups according to irradiation mode and tooth thickness. Multiple comparisons of DC by Tukey’s test (α=5%) followed the
analysis.

Results
Our dependent variables DC were normally distributed as assessed by the Shapiro-Wilk tests. Statistically, the experimental
(indirect curing group) showed significant difference when com-
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pared to control (direct curing) group (P < 0.05) (Table 2.).
Assessment of Conversion Degree (DC)
Regardless of the type of light-curing mode, DC mean values for
all tooth slice groups were statistically significant different from
each other (P < 0.05). It was also noted that DC mean values decreased with increasing tooth thickness with 0.5mm groups having the greatest DC values while thicker dentin groups showed the
least values. DC could only be assessed to the maximum 1.5mm
tooth thickness at which a 2mm layer of composite was assessed.
Generally turbo light mode recorded the highest mean DC values
than any other light mode while normal light presented lowest
values. Statistical significant differences for the groups according
to light curing modes are summarized in Table 2. Figure 5 Illustrates how trans-dental light curing DC mean values vary among
different tooth thicknesses and light modes.

Discussion
So far scholars have tried a variety of methods in order to maximize the extent of polymerization of light-cured composite resins. There are many factors affecting degree of polymerization
of light-cured resin composites. These factors include composite

materials’ own internal composition; clinical situation related factors, such as procedural techniques and curing equipment performance related factors [36, 49, 50]. Due to the use of different
types of equipments, materials and test conditions, there is no
study homogeneity among most available literature. In previous
experiments; ceramic materials, artificial light filters and other
analogs were applied to indirectly cure composite resin using a
transmitted light beam [44, 47], and then evaluated the effects on
the depth of cure of composite resin. In this experiment freshly
extracted human caries-free teeth were used to prepare dental
slices of different thickness (Figure 1).
Influence of trans-dental curing on the composite resin DC
The experiments employed different thickness of tooth structure
to irradiate light-cured composite resin. Seen in table 2 are mean
DC values for the experimental and control groups. The average
DC values for all experimental groups were lower than the control
groups. For the experimental groups, 0.5mm group recorded the
highest DC mean values, with every increase in tooth structure
thickness, the DC decreased. FTIR spectroscopy is a common
method used to determine degree of conversion [36, 49, 51]. Degree of conversion (DC) of methyl-acrylate bonds is the percentage to which carbon double bonds is converted to single carbon

Table 2. The Means and Standard Deviation of DC per Light Mode and Tooth Thickness as Measured by the FTIR
Spectroscopy Technique.
Light mode
Norma
High
Turbo
Soft start
Pulse
Pulse soft

0.5mm
13.86 ± 0.751a
15.39 ± 0.343b
16.44 ± 0.586b
14.72 ± 0.208a
14.74 ± 0.255a
13.73 ± 0.270a

Tooth thickness
1mm
1.5mm
Control
c
g
7.98 ± 0.304
4.23 ± 0.14 44.33 ± 0 .979i
d
10.75 ± 0.223 5.45 ± 0.514h 53.98 ± 0.111j
12.34 ± 0.272e 5.45 ± 0.309h 54.70 ± 0.360j
8.29 ± 0.353c 4.55 ± 0.186g 47.61 ± 0.535i
8.12 ± 0.626c 4.44 ± 0.200g 47.15 ± 0.555i
8.32 ± 0.32f
.37 ± 0.201g 45.47 ± 0.618i

Means with different superscript letters, in a column are statistically significant different at P < 0.05.
Figure 5. Graph Showing How Trans - Dental Light Curing DC Mean Values vary Among Different Tooth Thicknesses and
Light Modes.
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bonds to form cross-linked polymer chains [8, 37]. Conversion
degree is an important parameter in the performance of composite resins. It’s apparent that as curing light travel through tooth
tissue, its curing intensity is reduced by absorption and scattering
of the light beam rendering lower conversion degree values. As
expected, the thicker the tooth slices the less light intensity reaching the resin composite photo initiator, as a result, the formation
of free radicals (which are responsible for the curing process) is
reduced. Thus, 0.5mm groups had the highest conversion degree
mean values while 1.5 mm recorded the lowest values. There were
statistically significant differences of conversion degree mean values for the 0.5mm, 1mm and 1.5mm groups (P < 0.05).
Dental composite resin degree of double bond conversion ranges
between 43% -75% [42, 52, 53]. According to our findings with
more reliable FTIR spectroscopy analysis showed that there is
substantial under polymerization for the indirect curing methods and none of the through-the-tooth curing met the optimum
polymerization percentages which are in the range of 43-75%.
Curing degree of visible light-cured resins depends on the intensity and quantity of light reaching the resin. Experimental groups
with lower averages DC than the control groups may be related
to the attenuation of light (by absorption and scattering effects),
as the light beams transmit through the tooth structure to reach
the composite resin. Arikawa et al., [44] who evaluated the lightattenuating effects of human enamel on the final properties of
composite resins using artificial filters simulating dental tissues.
They concluded that the light attenuating effects of the dental
tissues reduced polymerization efficiency, resulting in poorer
mechanical properties of light cured composite resins [44]. This
finding is consistent with the observation of our experiment. The
light intensity after transmittance through tooth tissue, depending
on the thickness of the tooth tissue, may undergo different degree
of scattering or absorption, resulting in minimized polymerization degree, thus reducing the DC. The least critical situation was
recorded when 0.5 mm of composite Z100 was cured through
1mm enamel [47]. Although the experiments involved throughtooth-tissue curing, only the quantitative analyses of hardnessbased measurements on the degree of polymerization were employed, no qualitative analyses were done.
Influence of different curing modes on the polymerization
degree of composite resins
The DC mean values for all groups differ according to different
curing modes.
Purbo light mode recorded the highest DC values for all tooth
thickness groups while Pulse soft and Normal light modes
showed the lowest values. Turbo light showed statistically significant difference (P < 0.05) among the groups when compared
to the normal, pulse, pulse soft and the soft start modes. High
light also showed significant difference (P < 0.05) with the pulse
soft mode. Generally there was no significant difference between
pulse soft, soft start, normal and pulse modes, while turbo mode
showed significant difference among the groups.
According to Sakaguchi and Berge [54]; polymerization process
seems to be more dependent on the total energy available for
photo-activation so any method that provides a higher amount of
energy to the resin composite material would have a higher depth
of cure and degree of conversion values [54].
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Energy density (J/cm2 or mWs/cm2) is the product of the power
intensity (mW/cm2) and irradiation time(s). Turbo light mode has
its intensity rapidly rising to 1600mW/cm2. In 20 seconds the energy density is calculated to be approximately 32J/cm2, being the
highest energy density of all the light modes employed in our
study, it was expected to show the highest DC mean values as
noted in our result findings. Similarly, the Normal and Pulse Soft
modes which have the lowest energy densities 16J/cm2 and 18J/
cm2 respectively showed the lowest DC mean values. In a study
done by Belvedere [29], it was found that the hardness of the
indirect cured bulk-filled restorations was significantly less than
the incrementally direct cured restorations. The findings are in
consistency with our study where dental tissues are found to
reduce dramatically the intensity of the light transmitted across
it, rendering composite inadequate polymerization. The authors
further suggested that when curing through tooth structure the
energy density should be increased by a factor of 2-3 [29]. The
current study concurs with the idea of increasing energy density
for compensating lower polymerizations observed when curing
light gets attenuated by a 0.5mm or greater tooth thickness. Based
on this study's findings we suggest that composite resin curing
process should avoid indirect irradiation. In the premise of attempting to save tooth structure during cavity preparation; should
the need arise for indirect irradiation, the composite filling thickness should be less than 2mm, and the operator should consider
ways to increase the energy density in order to improve the degree
of polymerization.
This experiment utilized relatively reliable FTIR spectroscopy
method of DC analysis, natural tooth slices for indirect irradiation, same composite resin material (shade A2) and standardized
(curing distance and time) irradiation procedure to minimize
possible study errors. However, it is worth acknowledging some
limitations with this study: The tooth tissue sections used in the
experiment were cut by a hand held instruments, thus rendering
a certain degree of difficulty to obtain uniform thickness, each
group used approximated value which may have introduced some
errors. Temperature effect was not taken into account in our study
due to difficulty in controlling temperatures led us into irradiating
the tooth pieces and composite at significantly lower temperatures. Curing reaction being positively affected by higher temperatures would probably have recorded higher values in temperatures
similar to those in the human oral cavity.
The current study findings do not warrant direct inference to
clinical practice conclusions and guidelines due to differences between in vitro and in vivo environments. However, the experiment
presents the general trend of trans-dental and curing modes on
polymerization degree of composite resin that should be considered during clinical practices. In this respect, indirect light curing
should be avoided as much as possible. An increase in the curing light energy density must be considered in order to improve
the degree of polymerization in indirect irradiation. Hence, turbo
light mode should be favored by clinicians over pulse soft and
normal lights in trans-dental irradiation.

Conclusions
Nano-composite resins cured through different tooth thickness
have lower DC compared to direct curing. The DC decreases with
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increasing intervening tooth thickness. The FTIR analysis mean
DC values for the through-tooth-structure indirect curing were
lower than the 45% -75% direct curing values. The DC mean values for turbo and high light modes were statistically higher compared to normal, soft start, pulse and pulse soft light modes.
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